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Training Schedule
Winter

Australian Rules Football
Year 6/7 (David Maglieri, Ben Dray 
and Jody Keller)
Thursdays after school
Year 8 (Troy Rowland)
Tuesdays after school
Year 9 (Chris Ottens)
Wednesdays after school 

Soccer
Year 6/7 (Joe Millemaci)
Thursdays after school
Year 8/9 (Alex Mechis)
Tuesdays after school

Basketball
Year 6/7 (Deborah Skewes and Kate 
Fallon)
Tuesdays after school in the gym 
Year 8/9 (Matt Andrigo and Vincent 
Williams)
Thursdays after school in the gym

Table Tennis
Year 6/7 (Jen Callanan and Maria 
Callisto)
Thursdays Lunchtime 
Year 8/9 (David Crouch)
Wednesdays lunchtime in the gym

Rugby
Year 8/9 (Deb King and Emma 
Hickmott)
Wednesdays after school

Squash
(Graeme Stewart)
Thursdays 3:30–4:30 South Adelaide 
Squash Centre, Daws Road

Rugby League
14 May
Year 8/9
SHC MS (32: 6 tries, 1 conversion) defeated St Peter’s (27: 5 tries,  
1 conversion)
Luke G scored 2 tries and 1 conversion, Jake F scored 2 tries, Will K and Ollie J scored 
1 try each. It was a great team effort with everyone lifting for an exciting come from 
behind win in the closing minutes of the match.

21 May
Year 8/9
SHC MS (46: 8 tries, 3 conversions) defeated Prince Alfred (10: 2 tries)
Jack F scored 4 tries on debut. Christian W scored 3 tries and Ollie J and Will S scored 
1 try each. Luke G scored 3 conversions. The boys worked well as a team, constantly 
supporting each other in some brilliant passages of play.
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Basketball
9 May
SHC MS D (23) were defeated by Mercedes (59)
Another tough loss by the boys who played excellently 
all things considered. There were some few minutes 
of brilliance by the boys in defence and they even had 
Mercedes running scared for most of the second quarter 
by racking up a few blocks in the defensive end. Shout-out 
to Thomas who made a pair of back-to-back 3s late in the 
game.

16 May
Year 8/9
SHC MS C (49) defeated St John’s Grammar (6)
A great performance across the board from our C-grade 
who were too strong for a valiant St John’s team. Huge 
performances from Jackson F hitting regularly from three-
point territory, and Jack N, big on both ends with rebounds, 
lay-ups and turn-around jumpers.

18 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS 10 (37) defeated SHC MS 11 (22)
The boys are playing well as a team! Most scored a basket 
and fouls were even between both teams.

18 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS 8 (23) defeated Darlington Navy & White (12)
Great teamwork; powerful rebounds by Jon, good 
teamwork by Daniel and Will, excellent calling for the ball 
by Henry, good defence Blake and great sneaky passes by 
Alistair. Well done team!

Year 6/7 
SHC MS 1 (14) drew with SHC MS 4 (14)

Year 6/7
SHC MS 6 (29) drew with SHC MS 6 (29) 

Squash
15 May
SHC MS 5 (8 games) defeated Adelaide High (4 games)
Lachlan N played, and won, very close games this week, 
winning the first game, losing the second and was very 
focussed in the third game, winning 15–13. A great effort 
by Darcy B who played an excellent opponent this week. 
Darcy’s powerful serve and the placement of the ball was 
the major factor of the games. Harry R played his first game 
for the College this week – what a player! Harry is a very 
balanced player and very fast around the court; his powerful 
serve and shots were too good for his opponent. Caleb R 
played an outstanding game against his opponent; the final 
serves were 38–43 going down by 5 points – unlucky to 
lose! However, Caleb had to give his opponent 15 points 
head start as he was in Year 8. 

15 May
SHC MS 6 (9 games) defeated Temple (3 games)
Sam C played Temple’s No 1 player. As the game went on 
Sam improved but unfortunately went down in the last 
game by 3 points. Jordan B, Fraser M and Tyler R were far 
too strong and skilful for their opponents.

15 May
SHC MS 7 (8 games) defeated SHC MS 8 (4 games)
Will D, Darcy R, Harry M played some excellent shots to 
defeat their opponents. Daniel L, Nathan L and Thomas W 
played some outstanding shots but couldn’t get over the line 
this week.

25 May
SHC MS 4 (7 games) defeated SHC MS 7 (5 games)
Fraser M and Will D played an amazing set of games this 
week. Will got over the line 2 games to 1, winning by 1 
point; 39 to 38. Outstanding games! Henry McD out-played 
Harry H this week. Henry’s serving and placement has 
helped him this week. Harry’s first and last games were very 
good. Alex H and Aaron J entertained the crowd with close 
games at a very high standard. Jordan B was too powerful 
for Nathan L. Nathan had no answers to Jordon’s powerful 
serving. Nathan’s drop-shots won many points for his team.

25 May
SHC MS 5 (8 games) defeated SHC MS 8 (4 games)
Darcy B was too strong for Daniel L this week, however, 
Daniel played a very talented player in Darcy. I was very 
impressed with Daniel’s power and placement of the 
ball. Darcy R was very good against Lachlan N this week 
winning 48 points to 32 points. A great effort Darcy! Harry 
R was far too powerful for his younger opponent. Tom 
W has improved with every game. Tom’s placement was 
outstanding this week. The game of the night was between 
Caleb R and Harry M. Although Caleb won more games, 
Harry won more points; an outstanding display from the 
two boys. Well done!

SHCMS 6 (bye)

You are invited to join us in the Middle 
School Music Performance Centre for
Drums, 24 June 4pm and 5:30pm

2015
middle school 
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Soccer
16 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS A (10) defeated Blackfrairs (3)
This was our third straight win including the knock-out 
tournament. Unfortunately only a few players turned up for 
the game from Blackfriars and we had to lend them some 
of our players. Thanks to Fergus, Robert, Khalen, Matthew, 
Ethan for volunteering to play for the other team so that we 
could have a game. We won the game 10–3. Goals scored 
by Callum (1), Connor (1), Matthew (1),Theo (2), Tyreece 
(3) and Josh (2).Thanks to Declan, who was rostered off but 
still came to the game to support the team. The boys are 
playing well as a team and we are looking forward to the 
season.

16 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B2 (1) were defeated by Woodcroft (9)
Alex F kicked our goal. Fantastic team-play throughout 
and players had a great attitude and were willing to play 
positions they wouldn’t normally play.

16 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B3 (2) were defeated by Woodcroft (4)
A game of two halves. A great start with a goal to Lucas 
from a nice assist by Aidan then a good solo from Oliver. 
However, as the second half wore on the bigger bodies of 
the Woodcroft boys took control and we eventually went 
down in an entertaining match. Great contributions from 
Jamie, Dylan and Varaprasath in defence and tireless running 
from Joe on the wing.

16 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B4 (3) defeated St Ignatius (1)
Great spirit and understanding shown by all players and 
parents in a difficult situation. Some players are already 
showing signs of improvement, as well as the teamwork, 
after just two games; very encouraging.

16 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B5 (0) were defeated Pulteney (2)
We had 12 players out of 17. 
 
16 May
Year 8
SHC MS 8A (7) defeated Cabra (2)
A great win to the Hearts with some fantastic skills on show 
despite the muddy pitch. An honourable mention to John 
H who scored a hat-trick as well as a fantastic scissor-kick 
goal. Goal scorers: John H (3), David Z (4). Best on Ground: 
Arthur R, Jayden M and Frank S.

16 May
Year 8
SHC MS 8B (1) were defeated by St Paul’s (2)
St Paul’s were two players down and two SHC boys 
graciously volunteering to play for them. After a very close 
game with SHC unable to convert numerous scoring shots, 
St Paul’s just managed a win. SHC’s Tom W scored nine 
minutes into the second half and goal-keeper Cameron W 
was outstanding. Harry C and Tom S were great in defence.

16 May
Year 9
SHC MS 9A (3) were defeated by Adelaide High (11)
We scored a few very early and the few that we conceded 
– we just were caught off guard. Best: Nicholas H, 
Christopher A, Cameron M, and honourable mentions go to 
the Year 8s: Jayden D, Harrison A, Cameron L and Caden Y. 
Goal scorers: Cameron M (3), Cameron L (2), Jayden D (2), 
Pancome M (3).

23 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B2 (4) defeated St Michael’s (2)
Goals scored by Jay C, Henry T and Luke F. Outstanding 
team play and great cheers from the sidelines.

23 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B4 (8) defeated Woodcroft (4)
After the team took an early 3–0 lead, the scores were all 
tied 3–3 early in the second half. Some great teamwork and 
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hard work by all as we worked through the challenge ahead 
of us and continued to create opportunities up front. Some 
great finishing-off resulting in 8 goals being scored; Darcy 
(4), Salman (3) and Jomar (1). A very entertaining game for 
all to watch.

23 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B5 (0) were defeated by Woodcroft (6)
We had 14 players.

23 May
Year 9
SHC MS 9A (1) were defeated by Glenunga (3)
Goal scorers: Jayden D. Best on Ground: Harry G, Chris A 
and Jayden D.
 
23 May
Year 8
SHC MS 8B (6) defeated Pembroke (0)
Perfect weather saw 8B come out firing, smashing 6 goals 
against Pembroke. Goal scorers were Cameron W and Jesse 
B who kicked 2 each; Casey D and Jack T kicked 1 each. 
Goalie Lachlan K backed up a strong defence by Harry C 
and Jack G to ensure Pembroke was scoreless. Overall the 
whole team put in a first-class effort.

Table Tennis
 
15 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS against St Ignatius
This was our second game for the season. Congratulations 
to all the boys. We had excellent team and good team spirit. 
The teams were pretty evenly matched; winning equal 
numbers of singles and doubles games. Boys played well 
and rotated between doubles and singles. A number of 
boys new to the game were proud of their efforts as they 
continue to grow in confidence on the courts.

Basketball
11 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS 3 (8) were defeated by SHC MS 6 (17)
Great effort by the boys. Congratulations to Ethan and 
Jesse for a stand-out game, and to Jake for his instant and 
effective response to his coach.

Year 6/7
SHC MS 3 (30) defeated Westminster (16)
Dylan and Kobe, it was very cool to be watching you play 
on Monday, well done, your games were outstanding!! You 
have strong moments of play together and as an extremely 
large team we are all still finding our feet, best scoring 
match so far.

25 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS 10 (27) defeated SHC MS 9 (21)
All boys tried hard passing the ball around giving an even 
game and all having a go at scoring. Fouls were even 
amongst all boys.

Football
16 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B1 (0.1: 1) were defeated by Immanuel (17.7: 109)
Another tough game for our boys against a fast opposition. 
Once again we tackled hard all day and tried to restrict 
Immanuel’s run, but their skill and pace really exposed us. 
Best players: Matthew L played an outstanding game in 
the middle and down back producing multiple smothers 
and tackles. Edward G tackled hard all day. Felix B saved 
multiple goals down back thanks to some vital spoils. 
Isaac V and Luke S also attached the ball hard. I was really 
impressed with the boys’ positivity and persistence for the 
entire match and don’t think our effort was indicative of the 
score.

16 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B2 (0.0: 0) were defeated by Pembroke (8.6: 54)
We battled hard with excellent first and fourth quarters 
holding them to 1 goal in both, unfortunately, their bigger 
bodies wore us down and got the better of us in the second 
and third quarters. Several players from the previous week 
backed up with another good game, each week we will give 
special mention to new players who have improved. These 
lads all had a crack and tried very hard (in no order) James 
D, Jamison F, Mitch P, Jack W, Oliver W and Dominic V.

16 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B4 defeated SHC MS B3
The team had a good contest against the B3 side. Some 
of the passages of play through the middle were great to 
watch. Zach S was outstanding in the midfield, Jackson C 
was good up forward and Keagan W took a fantastic mark.

16 May
Year 8
SHC MS 8A (7.7: 49) were defeated by Rostrevor (12.4 0: 76)   
We knew it would be a tough game, but unfortunately we 
weren’t prepared to work hard enough in the first quarter 
and gave Rostrevor a 5 goal lead. It was a tough encounter 
with many of the boys nursing sore bodies by the end of 
the game. At one stage we were down to 17 players when 
Will D decided to play despite having a very sore finger. His 
courage and leadership was soon share by all and saw us 
fighting right back into the game. Damon McC’s run and 
attack on the ball saw him take a great mark in defence. 
Harrison D tackled well which resulted in him having a 
successful shot on goal. I was very proud of the way boys 
played out the game, though we don’t want to see a start 
like that again. Best Players: Zac D; Jack D; Enrico B; Will 
D; Jake G. Goals: Will D (2); Lachlan S (2); Harrison D (1); 
Connor K (1); Reid P (1).
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16 May
Year 8 
SHC MS 8B (1.0: 6) were defeated by Prince Alfred 
(23.20: 156)
Another very tough game for our Year 8B side playing 
against PAC’s Year 8A side. As we discussed, the scoreboard 
doesn’t matter when there is a big class differential between 
the teams, we looked to make a contest at all times and take 
positives out of the game. Matt B was our best player, he 
worked tirelessly in the ruck and gave great second-efforts 
when the ball hit the ground. Our smaller players Codey 
McC and Jackson D gave very good contest at ground level. 
Eyasu W showed good athleticism and competed well. 
Flynn L again battled hard while Jack K fought well all day.

16 May 
Year 9
SHC MS 9A (14.11: 95) defeated St Peter’s (9.2: 56)
Goals: Jed J (5), Malachy L (3), Todd P (2), Isaac J (1), Chris 
B (1), Cooper B (1), Mackenzie B (1). Best Players: Cooper 
B, Malachy L, Liam W, Brad T, Oliver E, Austin McC, 
Teancum V, Josh C, Chris B. The 9A team played St Peter’s 
on their home deck and were slow out of the blocks as St 
Peter’s took the early ascendency with the opening goal. 
Just as we began to settle into our work our team was 
rocked by a spate of injuries to Clayton S, Carter G and 
Isaac J. This forced a hasty reshuffle of the structure and 
once set, the team slowly worked its way into the match 
with a combination of strong attack and dogged defence. 
The game developed into a willing contest for the duration 
of the match and it took until the last quarter for the Hearts 
team to gain the upper hand and establish a winning margin 
for a well-deserved victory. Jed J led the goal charge with 
5 majors with good support from Malachy L who slotted 
3. Cooper B was outstanding in the middle of the ground 
gathering numerous contested possessions with great 
support from Liam W, Brad T and Oliver E in his first game 
for the year.

16 May
Year 9
SHC MS 9B (4.4: 28) were defeated by Scotch (22.12: 144)
Goals: Tyler R (3), Lachlan N (1). Best Players:  Tyler R, 
Joshua W. A difficult task was put upon the 9Bs, playing 
an A grade side from Scotch. It was evident in the first 
half of the game that the opposition was too strong, too 
experienced, and too skilful. The boys stuck to the task, 
applying pressure where they could, and running hard 
when we got our hands on the ball. The coach asked for 
a big effort in the last 20 minutes, making the opponent 
work even harder and we hit the scoreboard six times (3.3) 
almost outscoring the opposition (4.1). However, in the end 
the boys tried their hardest against an A grade opponent 
and they can walk away from the game knowing they did 
everything they could.
 
23 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B1 (1.5: 11) were defeated by Scotch (9.7: 66)
Our B1s came up against another tough team in Scotch 
College at Edwardstown Oval. The larger ground made the 
game much more free-flowing for us and the entire team 
battled very hard. However, we were unable to come away 
with the win. Best players: Austin B (provided great contests 
all around the ground winning many vital contented 

possessions); Harrison J (silky and clean with the ball, 
fantastic rucking all day and also very hard at the contest); 
Matthew L (calm and skilful down back with numerous 
intercepting marks in the goal square); Owen T (great 
evasiveness in the forward line). Overall, I was very proud 
of the team’s performance after once again playing against a 
higher division team. 

23 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B2 (3.4: 22) were defeated by St Michael’s 
(9.6: 60)
A fantastic effort against a team that had been winning (by 
a lot) every week. The lads are becoming a tight teach with 
everyone doing their bit. There were a lot of good players, 
with several performing week after week. Each week I will 
continue to mention different players for their efforts. This 
week: Ajay L, Brandon S, Ben C, Elijah M and Felix R were 
outstanding.

23 May
Year 6/7 
SHC MS B3 0.0 (0) lost to Pembroke 14.19 (103)

23 May
Year 6/7
SHC MS B4 (6.9: 45) were defeated by Pulteney (8.5: 53)
An entertaining game where Pulteney led by 4 goals early 
on, but the boys were able to win their way back and hit 
the front late. Three ‘posters’ provided costly in the end. 
Corey B and Jake S were good up forward and Ethan I 
attacked the footy well at half-back. Bailey G’s ruck work 
was outstanding and Braydon M was superb as a key 
defender.

23 May
Year 8
SHC MS 8B (1.1: 7) were defeated by Christian 
Brother’s (2.5: 17)
A strengthened Year 8B side put up a brave fight against 
CBC going down in a low scoring affair in very slippery 
conditions. Our boys gave a great contest and fought hard 
all day. Rovers Louis B and Jackson D found plenty of the 
ball at ground level. Will D was outstanding providing run 
and carry. Our ruckmen Jack Downey and Kyle P competed 
very well despite giving height away and got plenty of the 
ball around the ground. Flynn L continued his good form 
this year and was strong in the air in tough conditions. Jack 
K nullified their best player in a run-with role. The boys 
continue to battle hard and are improving as a team as we 
showed today.

23 May 
Year 9
SHC MS 9A (8.7: 55) were defeated by Prince Alfred 
(13.5: 83) 
Goals: Alec B (4), Jack F (2), Jed J (1), Clayton S (1). Best 
Players: Blake S, Cooper B, Brad T, Will S, Teancum V, 
Owen W. We faced a PAC outfit lacking in interchange 
players, but certainly not in class and skill. They were 
simply the better team on the day and deserved the win. 
We had moved seven 9A players across to the 9B team who 
were playing a Division 1 team (Pembroke) to ensure two 
competitive games of footy and from this standpoint, the 
goal was achieved. Our lads tried hard and never gave the 
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contest away, however PAC’s superior ball use and height 
advantage across the ground were telling factors over the 
four quarters. Alec B made a successful return from injury 
and bagged 4 goals up forward and Blake S was ultra-
determined and a strong physical presence in the backline all 
day. Cooper B and Brad T shouldered a heavy workload in 
the middle again and were also super impressive.

23 May
Year 9
SHCMS 9B (6.7: 43) were defeated by Pembroke A (9.5: 59)
Goals: Gavin R (2), Darcy L (2), Joe G (1), Hayden C (1). 
Best Players: Sam C, Darcy L, Oliver E, Harry R, Austin M, 
Gavin R. The 9B team were strengthened for our clash with 
Pembroke A with some inclusions from our A grade team. 
This provided a game that was toughly contested at a high 
standard. Our slow starts have been an issue and today was 
no different, with Pembroke scoring 3 goals to no score in 
the first quarter; we were unable to get our hands on the 

ball at the stoppages and their pace hurt us. With some 
subtle positional changes and a more aggressive attack on 
the ball the second quarter was very productive, with the 
boys working their way back in the game with 4 goals and 
only being one point behind at half time. The third quarter 
was a tight affair at each contest for 15 minutes, but the 
boys were running out of puff and conceded 3 late goals 
going into the last term 21 points behind. We asked for 
an extra effort in the last quarter and the boys dug deep 
with an outstanding number of inside 50s and domination 
at the stoppages, however they could not convert on the 
scoreboard, kicking 1.6 and ending up going down by 
16 points. Best Players: Sam C was fantastic down back, 
reading the play and spoiling consistently for four quarters; 
Darcy L played a wonderful captain’s game leading from 
the front in the centre all game, digging deep in the last to 
try and get the team home; Oliver E’s attack on the ball was 
tough and used his blistering speed to move the ball quickly.
 

 

 
Brand New Fitness Facility - Available to the Sacred Heart Community 

For the parents and students of Scared Heart College we are offering JUNE for FREE*!! 

Sacred Heart College is proud to announce it has entered into a partnership with EFM Health Clubs. 
The upstairs building facing the oval located on-site at Sacred Heart College Middle School has been 
fitted out with brand new commercial grade cardiovascular and resistance training equipment. EFM 
provides supervised fitness programs for Sacred Heart students, Sacred Heart staff, Sacred Heart 
parents as well as the Sacred Heart community at this facility.  

What does this mean for Sacred Heart parents and students?  

 A vast range of cardiovascular and resistance training equipment 
 Flexibility of month-by-month memberships – No 12-month lock-ins! 
 A Fitness Coach on hand to encourage and support you towards your goals 
 No mirrors and a friendly comfortable environment 
 Convenient location so less time travelling and more time burning calories  
 30-45 minute tailored express programs for when time is an issue 
 Reminder text message, phone call or email if your attendance wains, to keep you on track 

towards your goals 
 Personal Fitness Coach who will guide you through each and every workout 

 
o To secure June for FREE please contact Byron via email mitchellpark@efm.net.au or 

call on 0407 924 034. 

*Term and conditions apply 
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